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We develop a probabilistic model of S(emantic)-selection that encodes both the notion of systematic mappings from semantic type signature to syntactic distribution—i.e., projection rules—
and the notion of selectional noise—e.g., C(ategorial)-selection, L(exical)-selection, and/or other
independent syntactic processes. We train this model on data from a large-scale acceptability judgment study assessing 1000 English clause-taking verbs in 50 distinct syntactic frames. We find that
this model infers coherent semantic type signatures.
To explore the type signatures the model discovers, we employ two case studies of verbs that
take both question and declarative complements: (i) cognitive factive verbs and (ii) communicatives verbs. In case study (i), we find the model prefers a direct mapping from type signatures to
syntactic frames: one type maps to only questions and the other maps to only declaratives.
This finding raises a worry that what the model discovers is syntactic in nature. To address this
worry, we show in case study (ii) that the model finds type signatures that project onto both questions and declaratives; but these type signatures are only found for communicative (and experiencer
object) verbs. This demonstrates that, in principle, the model could have found a comparable type
signature for cognitive verbs, but it didn’t. We suggest these findings militate against type-casting
accounts of factives’ distributional multiplicity, favoring a polysemy or ambiguity account.

Introduction. Many clause-taking verbs are distributionally multiplicitous—e.g., factive predicates can take both question and nonquestion complements (Hintikka, 1975; Karttunen, 1977).
(1) John didn’t know {that, whether} Mary was home.
Distributional multiplicity is compatible with—but does not imply—multiplicity in S(emantic)selection—i.e. semantic multiplicity (See Grimshaw 1979; Pesetsky 1982 among many others).
Mismatches between distributional multiplicity and semantic multiplicity can arise due to systematic mappings from a single semantic type to multiple syntactic types, as with concealed questions
(2), or due to apparent ‘noise’—i.e. selectional behavior that is not obviously related to semantic
type—as with null complement anaphora (3).
(2) John knows {the time, what time it is}.

(3) John {knows, *recognizes}.

With sufficient data about the surface selectional behavior of a language’s verbs, recent advances
in computational modeling should in principle allow inference from a verb’s syntactic distribution
to its semantic type signature(s). We investigate this possibility here.
Contribution. We develop a probabilistic model of S-selection that encodes both the notion of
systematic mappings and selectional noise (cf. White, 2015). We train this model on data from a
large-scale acceptability judgment study assessing 1000 English clause-taking verbs in 50 distinct
syntactic frames. We find that this model infers coherent semantic type signatures.
To explore the type signatures the model discovers, we employ two case studies of verbs that
take both question and declarative complements: (i) cognitive factive verbs and (ii) communicative verbs. In case study (i), we find the model prefers a direct mapping from type signatures to
syntactic frames: one type maps to only questions and the other maps to only declaratives.
This finding raises a worry that what the model discovers is syntactic in nature. To address this
worry, we show in case study (ii) that the model finds type signatures that project onto both questions and declaratives; but these type signatures are only found for communicative (and experiencer
object) verbs. This demonstrates that, in principle, the model could have found a comparable type
signature for cognitive verbs, but it didn’t. We suggest these findings militate against type-casting
accounts of factives’ distributional multiplicity, favoring a polysemy or ambiguity account.
Background. The distribution in (1) could arise (i) because know is polysemous, combining with
both Q(uestion)-type and P(roposition)-type denotations (cf. George, 2011, Ch. 4); (ii) because it
combines with only one type and, e.g., the other type is covertly casted (Groenendijk and Stokhof,
1984; Heim, 1994; Ginzburg, 1995; Lahiri, 2002; Spector and Egre, 2015; Uegaki, 2015); or (iii)
because know is ambiguous between a variant that selects one type and one that selects the other
(Karttunen, 1977). Distributional multiplicity is not constrained to finite selection. Many predicates can take both finite and nonfinite complements (Pesetsky, 1991; Wurmbrand, 1998, 2014;
Landau, 2000; Moulton, 2009; Stephenson, 2010; Grano, 2012; White, 2014).
(4) a. John {saw, heard} that Mary left.
b. John {saw, heard} Mary leave.

(5) a. John {hoped, likes} that Mary left.
b. John {hoped, likes} to leave.

Options (i)-(iii) are not mutually exclusive. A verb may be ambiguous between two or more
expressions, each of which could select one or more semantic types. For instance, know could
have (a) a single variant that selects each of the relevant semantic types, (b) both Q-selecting and
P-selecting variants, (c) only one or the other, (d) one that is Q-selecting (but takes P when casted
to Q) and one that selects nonfinite denotations, and so on. But crucially, option (ii) is only possible
if some semantic type is projected onto two values of a syntactic feature—e.g. [+Q] and [-Q].
Experiment. To gather acceptability judgment data, we used a standard Likert scale task that
involved judging acceptability of sentences constructing using a large set of verbs. We selected

1000 verbs using a search seeded by the lists contained in Hacquard and Wellwood 2012; Anand
and Hacquard 2013; Rawlins 2013 and 50 syntactic frames, which represented different combinations of syntactic features: complementizer/WH (that, for, ∅, whether, D-linked WH), embedded
tense/modality (past, future, infinitival, present participle, bare), matrix object (true, false), matrix
PP (to, about, none), embedded subject (true, false), and passivization (true, false).
Sentences to be judged were constructed by fully crossing the verbs with the syntactic frames;
frames were instantiated by inserting someone or something in place of DPs, do something and
have something in place of infinitival VPs, and COMP+something happen+TENSE / MODALITY in
place of CPs. Example frames (not the complete set) for two verbs are shown in (6).
(6) a. Someone decided {that, whether} something {happened, happen, would happen}.
b. Someone wanted {for someone, someone, ∅} to {do, have} something.
Passivized sentences, which all had active counterparts, were included to capture verbs that take
expletive subjects without including frames with which many other verbs would be unacceptable.
Verbs that only allow expletive subjects were thus predicted to only be good with passivized forms.
727 unique participants were recruited through Amazon Mechanical to rate each of the 50,000
sentences, which were bundled into lists of 50. Five ratings were obtained per sentence.
Computational model. We develop a probabilistic model that uses the above experimental data to
infer (i) the semantic type signatures a verb has, (ii) how those type signatures are projected onto
syntactic frames, and (iii) what feature of each syntactic frame the mappings in (ii) are sensitive
to. Each of these objects are treated as unobserved representations that our model must discover.
We represent objects (i)-(iii) as matrices of probabilities. Each cell svt of the semantic type
signature matrix S corresponds to the probability that verb v has type signature t; each cell ptr of
the projection matrix P corresponds to the probability that type signature t projects onto syntactic
frame r; and each cell mkt of the mapping matrix M corresponds to the probability that type
signature t is sensitive to syntactic feature k. Verbs’ syntactic distributions D̂ and syntactic frames’
features F̂ are also encoded as matrices of probabilities, with dˆvr the probability that verb v can
occur in syntactic frame r and fˆkr the probability that syntactic frame r has syntactic feature k.
These are related to S, P, F by the fuzzy product logic disjunctive normal forms in (7) and (8).
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Finally, logit(D̂) is related to the experimental data D by a cumulative link logit (ordinal) model
with parameters for each participant, and F̂ is related to hand-coded (binary) syntactic features
F by a Bernoulli distribution. The ordinal model simultaneously controls for (a) differences in
participants’ use of the Likert scale and, more importantly, (b) selectional ‘noise’—i.e. selectional behavior that is not obviously related to semantic type—which might arise from C-selection
(Grimshaw, 1979), L-selection (Pesetsky, 1991), or an independent syntactic module (ibid). The
Bernoulli model ensures that there is a preference for type signature-to-syntactic frame projection
rules that map onto natural syntactic classes, though as we show, this preference is not so strong as
to disallow projection onto competing syntactic features (e.g., C[+Q] and C[-Q]).
This model is a natural relaxation of the standard set-theoretic treatment of selection in the
following sense: using elementary results from Boolean algebra (Stone, 1936), the set-theoretic
treatment of semantic type can be isomorphically encoded as a Boolean ring and, for each verb,
our model searches over distributions on that Boolean ring. Similarly, our model’s representation
of projection rules can be seen as a distribution on boolean ring homomorphisms.
One thing this specification does not yet provide is the number of type signatures the model
should assume. To determine this, we use a standard method for finding the optimal number of
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types in S, P, and M. This method involves fitting the model with different number of type
signatures and assessing how well the model fits the data. Allowing for more type signatures
will always allow the model to fit the data better, so models with more type signatures should be
penalized in proportion to the number of type signatures, scaled by the number of verbs, number
of frames, and number of syntactic features. This measure (the Akaike Information Criterion) is
commonly employed in similar situations and is statistically well-founded (Gelman et al., 2013).
Results. The optimal number of type signatures determined by the above procedure is 12, which
gives a lower bound on the number of type signatures needed to explain the distributional facts (and
hopefully a good approximation of the true number of unique type signatures these verbs have).
This means that each verb is associated with 12 different probabilities, one for each type signature. These probabilities are interpretable as the model’s certainty that a particular verb has a
particular type signature. Similarly, each syntactic frame is associated with 12 different probabilities. These probabilities are interpretable as the model’s certainty that a particular type signature
projects onto (some syntactic features) in that frame. The above graphs show four of these 12 type
signatures, to which we have assigned an interpretation on the basis of the verbs that they characterize, the model’s representation of the projection rules, as well as the feature mappings. (Note
that frames with less than 70% probability for the four listed types are not shown.)
Looking first to the top two rows, we see a type signature that projects onto only question
frames ( Q) and another that projects onto only declarative frames ( P). The first of these is furthermore associated with inquisitive verbs—wonder, question, ask, investigate, research, study—
and (semi)factive verbs—know, figure out, find out, discover, realize, understand, forget, remember. The second of these is associated with the same (semi)factive verbs as well as nonfactive,
noninquisitive verbs—think, believe, say, expect, claim, hope. This suggests that, if this model is
truly finding type signatures, (semi)factives have two distinct type signatures as opposed to one
unified type signature that projects onto multiple syntactic features.
This conclusion is bolstered by the existence of the bottom two type signatures ( Ent {P,
Q} and (Ent) {P, Q}), which project onto frames with an internal NP or PP argument. Both
of these frames project onto both question and declarative frames—the first being associated with
communicatives like tell and the second being associated with communicatives like say. This
suggests that our model does not just find shallow syntactic generalizations but that it can recognize
deeper explanatory variables (e.g., type signatures) that bind together distinct syntactic features.
Conclusion. We have provided an unusually large-scale experiment on the selectional behavior of
clause-embedding predicates, together with a novel computational model that successfully infers
interpretable semantic type signatures from the distribution of verbs in the experimental data.
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